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Merge Consultant Photo on Email Signature 

It is now possible to merge a consultant photo as part of an email template. Merging the photo this 

way will avoid the need for individual HTML style sheet signatures for each consultant. 

To configure the photo, open the user properties window and enter the URL of the photograph in 

the space provided. You cannot use a local copy of the consultant photograph; it must be online and 

visible via a URL. To test the photo, click the link ‘View Photo’. 

 

Figure 1, configuring a consultant photo 

To use the photo within an email template select the consult.Photo_Url merge field and encapsulate 

it within a img HTML hyperlink, see the example below. 

<img src="<consult.Photo_Url>" alt="Consultant Photo" width="100" height="100"> 

The example below will display the consultant’s photo as a square 100 pixels in height. 

Please note, that if you use a template that is expecting a consultant photo and no photo exists for 

the consultant, then you will see a file not found error message at the bottom of the email. 
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Dragging an email onto a job 

It is now possible to drag an email from Outlook onto a job within Troy. Troy will use the email 

address of the outlook item to determine whether the email is to be stored against a candidate on 

the job or the contact. If the email address is not recognised then the 1st contact on the job will be 

selected. You can change the person who the email is to be stored against before the email is stored, 

but the email will always be stored against the job. 

Other 

Consultant only history deletion changed to allow administrators as well as the original consultant to 

be able to remove the history item. 

When initially displaying the candidates on a job rather than default to the target list for the 1st job, 

display short, target or work list depending upon whether the job has candidates on the list. If no 

candidates exist, then the target list will be displayed. When scrolling through onto the next job, the 

list type displayed is retained. 

A ’Reports To’ field has been added to the employment record of a candidate / contact. 

A problem has been resolved whereby searching on multiple user fields with a level and multiple 

user fields without a level would bring back an incorrect result list. 

The page size when viewing the ‘all history’ tab is now remembered. 

 


